


Watch ‘Dragon Slayer’ as a stimulus

Use the story mountain to structure your work

Use dialogue and punctuate it correctly 

Write in the third person

Describe the characters and setting using 
expanded noun phrases

Write an effective story opening which hooks 
the reader 

• Cemetery 

• Average

• Frequently

• Especially

• Vegetable

How do I write the beginning to my 
fantasy story?

Day 2



average

A number expressing the typical value 

in a set of data.

Translate Task

Find out what the word ‘average’ is 

in German.

FANBOYS

Write a sentence using the word and 

a FANBOYS co-ordinating 

conjunction. 

Week 7: Tuesday



SPaG Shape-Up
Punctuation

Complete the following passage using the correct contraction:

“____ certain that she did not come this way,” Ali told his mum. “I 
____ seen her since this morning.”
“Well I hope ____ back in time for dinner,” Mum replied. “She ____ 
been home ages ago.”

Write the contracted form of these words. Remember to use an 
apostrophe to show where letters have been missed out.

Apostrophes - Contractions 

I am have not should have she is



Correct these sentences adding speech marks, commas, 
capital letters and full stops.

how are you whisperedolivianervously

I cannot believemy eyes screamed ben excitedly

quick, youwill have to run to escape bellowed kaviya anxiously

john darted towards the open door and exclaimed wait I am right
behind you



Build up 

Today we will be focusing 
on…

the opening 

Any good story must:
• Instantly grab the reader’s attention and 

make them want to read on
• Introduce the characters  
• Set the scene   



Look at the next few slides which run through a 
range of ways you might want to start your 
fantasy story.  

There are examples from some incredibly 
famous children’s authors so hopefully you will 
find a story opening style which inspires you!



Story Openers

Stories can open with a character description.

‘Mr Stink stank. He also stunk’.

from Mr Stink by David Walliams



Story Openers

Stories can open with a description of a setting.

‘There was once a gaggle of 

mountains, tall and proud, 

each with a hat of snow.’

from Stone Goblins, 

by David Melling 



Story Openers

Stories can open with a description of both a character and a setting.

‘A thousand miles ago, in a country east of the

jungle and south of the mountains, there lived

a Firework-Maker called Lalchand…..’

From The Firework-Maker’s Daughter 
by Phillip Pullman



Story Openers

Stories can open with dialogue.

‘Molllly!’ Maria shouted to her sister.

‘Would you please shut that window….’

from School for Stars: Second Term 
at L’Etoile by Holly and Kelly Willoughby



Story Openers

Stories can open with action.

‘Jesse was always finding bones in 

the great bog-oak field where they 

dug the peat for the winter fires.’

from The Ghost of Grania O’Malley 
by Michael Morpurgo



Story Openers

Stories can open with a question.

‘Ever had the feeling your life’s been flushed 

down the toilet?’

From The Toilet of Doom by Michael Lawrence

Good openers sometimes leave the reader with an unanswered 

question, which can only be answered by reading on. 



Story Openers

Stories can open with a statement.

‘In fairy tales, witches always 

wear silly black hats and black 

cloaks, and they ride on broomsticks.’

from The Witches, by Roald Dahl



Story Openers

Stories can open with a fronted adverbial.

‘Ages ago, Alex, Allen and Alva 

arrived at Antibes…’

From Alphabetical Africa by Walter Abish



Example Story Opening 
It was an ordinary day (gloomy as usual) in an 

ordinary house. Thick fog covered the landscape 

like a blanket and the sky was as dark as ebony.  

Jack was sitting comfortably on his rocking chair, 

gazing out of the window; his mind was clear of 

everything.  

Opening analysis:
Even though the word ordinary means that everything is normal, the author 

has repeated it which suggests to the reader that things might not be 

ordinary for long…

The author has also chosen an eerie setting making the reader feel uneasy. 
At the moment, we don’t know much about the character (Jack).  The author 

has chosen not to tell us very much – another way of hooking us in.  Who is 

he? Where is he? What does he do? How old is he? 



Your First Task 

Today you will be writing:

• The opening 

• Remember to use paragraphs

• Remember to use dialogue punctuated correctly 

• Write in the third person (he/she)

• Describe the characters and setting using expanded noun phrases 

• Hook the reader from the first sentence 



Now we will be focusing on… 

the build-up

The purpose of a build-up is to keep the reader engaged with the story.

Once your reader has read the story opening they will (hopefully) be 

interested in it and want to find out more.  

They may have come to like the main character and want to find out what 

adventures they go on.  Or they may dislike the main character and hope 

that they get a taste of their own medicine.  In addition, something about 

the setting may intrigue them and make them want to continue reading.

Generally, build-ups leave hints and clues for the reader giving them an 

indication about what is going to happen next.  



Now we will be focusing on… 

the build-up



Example Story Build-Up
Suddenly, he realised what the atmosphere outside was like and 

he started to wonder why the fog was so very thick.  Then, in 

the distance, he saw a giant red figure by the canyon.  The 

image was rather blurry in the fog so he couldn’t make out 

exactly what it was.  However, chills ran down his spine and his 

midnight-black hair stood on end as he took in the sight.  His 

bottom lip started to quiver and he shut his eyes tight.

Build-up analysis:
The fronted adverbial ‘suddenly’ makes the once quiet and relaxed setting 

change quickly.  It is no longer just dark and foggy but now the main character 

feels there is something wrong and questions why the fog is so thick. 

The author has decided that although the main character sees something 
peculiar he is not sure what it is straight away.  This increases the drama and 

suspense.   The emotions that the main character experience makes the reader 

feel dread and increases the tension in the story.  Why is he so scared? What is 

it he can see? 



• You will be writing:

• The build-up

• leave hints and clues for the reader

• make the character do something

• details based on senses (sights/sounds/smells/feelings)

• creating atmosphere 

• lull the reader into a false sense of security

Your Second Task 


